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1 Including the total population of the cantons: G
(235,769) and Samborondon (67,590), in accordanc
Population in Ecuador of November 2010, INEC, (Natio
Census). These cantons are also part of zone 8, in accord
the Distribution of Territory in Ecuador, 2011, SENPL
Planning and Development).

2 See MG (2000a), Arias, Huerta, Mancero, and Busta
Joiner (2007).
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The city of Guayaquil, the main port of Ecuador, has experienced one of the most interesting processes of
urban development in the Latin American context over the last 15 years. Over three decades from the
1960s to the 1990s, inefficient administrations, political instability and corruption led the city to a state
of chaos and alarming deterioration. The city lost its national influence in the political and cultural
dynamics of the country. Within this context, in 1992 a new model of development was implemented,
using in its main phase a major development project as a catalyst for urban change. As a result, the city’s
downtown was reshaped, historic neighbourhoods and wholesale markets rebuilt, and massive transport
improvements implemented. In 2004, Guayaquil was even named the best managed city in Latin America
by the United Nations Development Program. Nevertheless, some outcomes, especially regarding social
issues, are still controversial. This profile focuses on describing the management model, the necessary
conditions for its implementation, and its outcomes, along with a critical review of this model’s chal-
lenges and limitations in contributing to more equitable and sustainable urban development for the city
as a whole.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Guayaquil is Ecuador’s largest city, with an estimated metropol-
itan population of 2,654,2741 out of a total national population of
14,483,499 (INEC, 2011), thus accounting for 18% of the country’s
population. The city is also Ecuador’s main port, and is considered
the economic capital of the country,2 with a concentration of 25%
of national gross domestic product (MG, 2000a). Guayaquil is a city
that had been neglected for decades by local administrations, result-
ing in urban, environmental, and social degradation. Ecuador’s re-
turn to a democratic system in 1979 represented for many of its
cities an opportune moment for change. The ensuing decentralisa-
tion of political power and resources allowed local authorities to be-
gin the process of recovering their role as the legitimate leaders and
administrators of the urban development process.

Nevertheless, this first step did not necessarily represent the
beginning of a new cycle of urban development for Guayaquil.
ll rights reserved.
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Inefficient local administrations led the city to a state of urban de-
cay (Wong, 2005). The municipal administration was severely de-
graded institutionally, undermined by the greatest instability and
corruption in the city’s history. The average mayoral administra-
tion lasted only one year. Citizens lost pride in their city and in lo-
cal authorities. Within this context, the city lost its national
influence in the political and cultural dynamics of the country. Fur-
ther, at the national level, the past two decades (1990–2011) were
characterised by national political and institutional instability (10
different presidents ran the country over this period). In 1992, a
new municipal administration, starting with a clearer concept of
autonomy, modern administration, and social and economic devel-
opment, began to counterbalance social and political trends that
still favoured strong centralisation by the national government. A
new model of development was implemented that later formed
the basis for a nationwide model for planning in other Ecuadorian
cities, such as Quito (the capital), and other small- and medium-
sized cities.

This profile focuses on a description of the new management
model, its implementation phases, outcomes, and challenges. A
brief description of the main features of Guayaquil and its admin-
istrative competencies is provided. An analysis is then set forth of
the historical, political, and socio-economic conditions surround-
ing the model. The phases of model implementation are described,
along with analysis of the role, participation, and support of
various actors, including: international agencies, national and
international associations, academies, financial institutions and
civil society. The physical, functional, socio-economic, and
0.1016/j.cities.2011.11.001
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Fig. 1. Location of Guayaquil on world map; Guayaquil Province and Gulf of Guayaquil area. Sources: http://www.worldatlas.com/aatlas/infopage/gulfguayaquil.htm and
municipality map. Reformatting, highlights and additional text by author.
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environmental impacts of the new programs stemming from the
model are illustrated, along with the urban transformation process
resulting from application of these programmes and from a series
of political and socio-economic dynamics at the local and national
levels. The profile also reviews the model’s difficulties and chal-
lenges with respect to further urban development.
4 These cantons along with Guayaquil, are part of zone 8, in accordance with
SENPLADES, and could form part of a possible Metropolitan District, which along with
the cantons of Milagro (166,634 inhabitants), Yaguachi (60,958) and Nobol (19,600),
Main city features and administrative competencies

Guayaquil is located on the northern side of the Guayaquil Gulf,
in the largest estuary ecosystem of the Pacific Coast of South Amer-
ica (see Fig. 1). Guayaquil is the capital of Guayas Province, which
comprises 25 cantons, including Guayaquil Canton, which consists
of the Municipality of Guayaquil and two urban expansion areas,
along with five rural cantons: El Morro, Juan Gomez Rendon, Pos-
orja, Puna, and Tenguel (see Fig. 2). Guayas Province is part of Zone
5,3 in accordance with SENPLADES, National Secretary of Planning
and Development of Ecuador, 2011, which subdivided the country
in nine zones. The primary land use of Guayas province is agriculture
(27%), followed by cattle grazing and production, and aquaculture.
The core of Guayaquil is located between the Guayas River, (crossing
from North to South) and an estuary system (Estero Salado). The city
is situated in low and swampy areas, (4.6 m. above sea level), with
the exception of some hilly areas to the north (highest point at
3 Zone 5 is composed of the provinces: Guayas (with the exception of the cantons:
Guayaquil, Duran and Samborondon, which belong to zone 8), Los Rios, Santa Elena,
Bolivar and Galapagos (SENPLADES & Development of Ecuador, 2011).
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460 m). The area has national importance for agriculture and aqua-
culture, along with industry and commerce. Guayaquil has an eco-
nomically active population, a PEA of 1,114,181 inhabitants, out of
a national urban PEA of 4407, 498 inhabitants (INEC, 2011). Through
the Port of Guayaquil passes 70% of Ecuador’s exports, and 83% of its
imports (MG, 2008).

Municipal Guayaquil has an urban area of 34,449 ha within the
urban limits established by the Regulatory Plan of Urban Develop-
ment (MG, 2000b), with 31,164 ha (91.85%) urbanised area and
2802 ha (8.15%) water areas (the Guayas River and the Salado Estu-
ary). Urban sprawl has generated a metropolitan area that, despite
the natural constraints on the city (water courses), extends to the
northwest and northeast. Small and medium cities also form part
of the metropolitan area; these include, Samborondon and Duran
Cantons4 (see Fig. 3), along with Daule, Milagro, Nobol, and Yagu-
achi, whose inhabitants mainly commute to Guayaquil (see Fig. 4),
for work or study. Nevertheless, conformation of the legal frame-
work for this metropolitan administrative area of Guayaquil is at
present only a preliminary proposal that will take some years to
be fully implemented.5 At the national level, there is already a
would have a total population of 2,901,466.
5 The proposal is at present (July 2011), promoted by a citizens’ movement and is

under preliminary study by the Municipality. It may include also the cantons of Daule
and Playas, summing a total population of 3,063,727, which is 21% of the country
population.

0.1016/j.cities.2011.11.001
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Fig. 2. Guayaquil Canton area: municipal area, expansion areas, and rural cantons. Source: Modified from municipality map. Reformatting, highlights and additional text by
author.
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regulatory framework on which to base this proposal, the Law of the
Organisation of Territories, (COOTAD, 2010).

Regarding the administration of the geographical areas of Guayas
Province and Guayaquil, five levels of administrative competencies
coexist: central government, province, canton, municipality and
Please cite this article in press as: Delgado, A. Guayaquil. J. Cities (2011), doi:1
rural parish. These competencies overlap in such sectors as: plan-
ning, housing, public works, provision of infrastructure and basic
services, schools, markets, transport, public health, and economic
development, as shown in Table 1. In Municipal Guayaquil, there
is also an overlapping of competencies, especially regarding the
0.1016/j.cities.2011.11.001
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Fig. 3. Guayaquil Metropolitan area. Source: Adapted from Verrewaere and Wellens (2010). Redrawn by author.

Fig. 4. Guayaquil Centre, aerial view. Source: Photo by Phillips J.
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administration and protection of water courses. This issue is mainly
a competency of the local government through the municipality, but
also of the Navy and the Ministry of Environment.

This overlapping of competencies creates difficulties in the
administration of land located in peri-urban areas of the city and
Please cite this article in press as: Delgado, A. Guayaquil. J. Cities (2011), doi:1
in the application of mechanisms for the capture of land value.
Designation of a Metropolitan District for Guayaquil, would allow
the application of such mechanisms, avoiding overlap of compe-
tencies. The metropolitan administration could also permit decen-
tralisation of services and assume competencies under the
0.1016/j.cities.2011.11.001
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Table 1
Component tasks according to level of Government. Sources: RE, Republica del Ecuador, Congreso Nacional: Ley de Caminos 7 July 1964; Ley organica reformatoria de la ley de
régimen municipal 2004; Ley de régimen provincial, March 2001; Ley organica de las juntas parroquiales rurales 2000; Tiepolo, 2007.

Level of Government Rural parish Municipality Canton Province Central Government

Sector d d d d

Planninga d d d d

Housing d d

Public works d d

Electricity d

Drinking water d

Waste water d

Drainage d

Solid waste d

Road paving d d d

Road lighting d

Schools d d d

Markets d

Public health d

Mass transport d

Economic devel. d d d

a Rural parish is required to prepare the development plan, municipality is required to prepare the regulatory plan, canton approves the plans, province takes part in
planning.

Fig. 5. Economic capacity of Guayaquil population, 2005. Source: MG (2000a).
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auspices of the regional government, at the provincial level, such
as: the administration of the hydrological resources of the basin
of the Guayas River and the Gulf of Guayaquil, and the administra-
tion of agricultural, fishing, mining, industrial and urban expansion
areas of the city. Additionally, it could facilitate the provision of
road infrastructure at the provincial level, along with the provision
of regional plans for commercial and industrial development and
international cooperation.6

Important industries are located in Guayaquil and the sur-
rounding areas that provide significant sources of employment
and education. The commercial sector of the region includes a high
rate of informal activities (46%), providing employment to a large
section of the population. Nevertheless, Guayaquil also has a high
rate of underemployment (42.9% of the economically active popu-
lation) and unemployment (9.6%) (INEC, 2011). According to the
National Institute of Statistics and Census (INEC), in 2005 approx-
imately 69% of the population of Guayaquil had insufficient income
to cover ‘‘basic needs’’.7 Furthermore, the income distribution of the
population shows that 43% are low income (earning less than two
minimum salaries)8 and 26.4% are low medium (earning between
6 COOTAD, article 32: Competencies of the Autonomous Decentralized
Government.

7 ‘‘Basic needs’’ is an in indicator of poverty that measures de degree of satisfaction
of basic needs such as: access to basic services, education, health care (INEC, 2011).

8 Minimum salary in Ecuador is US$264 (INEC, 2011).

Please cite this article in press as: Delgado, A. Guayaquil. J. Cities (2011), doi:1
two and three minimum salaries) (see Fig. 5). The growth rate of
Guayaquil in 1991 was around 3% annually (Arias et al., 2002), later
in the period 1991–2000, the growth rate declined to 2.6% as a result
of strong migration to foreign countries and difficult economic
conditions.
Historical, political, and socio-economic context for model
implementation

The city of Guayaquil was founded in 1574 by the Spanish con-
queror Francisco Orellana, at the delta of the River Guayas and the
base of the Santa Ana Hill. It was first called ‘‘Santiago de Guaya-
quil’’, with a few houses forming the historic neighbourhood of
Las Peñas. Guayaquil was sacked and destroyed several times in
its history due to attacks from pirates and fires that sometimes de-
stroyed entire areas of the city (Gonzales, 2003). In the 19th century
(1880), Ecuador became the leading cacao exporter (20–25% of the
world total), becoming an important commercial and financial cen-
tre. Populations of the cities along the coast increased (Mora, 1988),
especially Guayaquil, the main export port for cacao.9 Infrastruc-
ture, sanitation, and communications were improved (Arosemena &
9 The population of the coastal provinces increased seven fold from 1873–1926, to
165,280–1,115,264. Likewise, the population of Guayaquil, in 1870 was 25,000. By
1890, it had reached 45,000; by 1910, 80,000 and over 120,000 in 1925.

0.1016/j.cities.2011.11.001
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Fig. 6. Aerial view of Guayaquil: Guayas river and the Malecon, 1922. Source: Julio Estrada Icaza Collection.
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Gomez Iturralde, 1998). Navigable rivers crossing the territory of the
city, help to transport the cacao from land plantations to Guayaquil.
Large land owners monopolised the best land and access to transpor-
tation, besides controlling key sources of credit and marketing links.
Guayaquil became the largest and richest city in Ecuador (Pineo,
2008). The city developed an export and service related economy;
its elites were generally importers, exporters, retailers and planters
that later also engaged in banking, commerce, and investment in var-
ious enterprises. People from all over the world settled in Guayaquil-
Italians, Spanish, Lebanese, Germans and Chinese were among the
largest groups- (Hanratty, 1989). In particular, Lebanese groups
gained considerable influence in coastal commerce and local poli-
tics.10 The flourishing economy also attracted migrants from the
highlands and impoverished central areas of the country. In this per-
iod, the riverfront and centre of the city flourished and developed ex-
panded economic activities (see Fig. 6), many of which took place on
the ground floors of dwellings, in the so-called soportales,11 a typical
feature of a Guayaquil building. A strong relationship between the
water courses (Guayas River-Salado Estuary) and the city was estab-
lished, not only based on economic activities, but also on recreation
and cultural ones. After 1895, an important project for communica-
tion and exchange of products was promoted by the liberal govern-
ment. It was the construction of a railway, between the coastal port
of Guayaquil and the highland capital, Quito, in order to facilitate
the transport of highland labour and products; however, the high
operating costs and lack of common economic interests of the coastal
and highlands elites made the operating lifespan of the project very
limited (Clark, 2008). With the cacao crisis (1929), migration to
Guayaquil by former agricultural workers increased, creating a grow-
ing urban underclass. The city rapidly outgrew its existing sanitation
and water services, exacerbating water-borne maladies, especially
cholera and typhoid fever. The newcomers settled in decayed dwell-
ings (tugurios12) in the centre or on publically-owned marshy land in
the west (suburbios13), at continuous risk of flooding.
10 Some leaders of actual political parties are descendants of Lebanese groups, as for
example: Abdala Buracaram, former president of the country; Assad Bucaram and
Elsa Bucaram, former mayors of Guayaquil and Jaime Nebot Saadi, current mayor of
Guayaquil.

11 Soportales are formed of arcades at the ground floors of buildings, to protect
pedestrians from the tropical sun and the frequent rains (Gonzales, 2003).

12 Dwellings in the center of the city with inadequate space and living conditions
and mostly in a precarious state. These dwellings were the result of the informal sub-
division of buildings and plots in order to rent them, mainly to migrants.

13 The area were the first invasion settlements took place in the city (1960), was
called Suburbio, generally outside city municipal boundaries, composed mainly of
informal settlements with insufficient or no provision of basic services and
infrastructure.

Please cite this article in press as: Delgado, A. Guayaquil. J. Cities (2011), doi:1
In the 1950s ‘‘banana boom’’ period, the first high-rise buildings
appeared in the city centre, and the lively former residential and
commercial centre became a typical central business district, aban-
doned after office hours. Foreign banana producer companies, such
as United Fruit Company in Tenguel, one of the most important ba-
nana plantations, 100 miles south of Guayaquil, employed around
2000 workers and provided them in addition to higher wages,
housing, and community amenities (Striffer, 2008). The ensuing
crisis in the banana industry brought more migration from other
areas of Ecuador to Guayaquil. New migratory settlements pushed
the city further into the mangrove forests and estuaries (Rojas &
Villavicencio, 1988). By 1968, half the city’s population lived in
the peripheral areas of the city, in the suburbios (Fernandez-Maldo-
nado & Fernandez-Davila, 2007). The upper classes moved to the
northern area of the city, starting to build the first houses in new
neighbourhoods (Urdesa – 1956; Miraflores – 1957; Paraiso –
1960; Los Ceibos – 1960). Deterioration of the centre increased
after the port was moved. Due to advances in maritime transport
technologies, the old port in the centre of the city became obsolete.
A new port capable of handling ships with greater draft, was built
in the south of the city, in the 1960’s (Gonzales, 2003). In the 1960s
and 1970s, a new stream of migration established itself in the
south of the city, in the Guasmos.14 Houses were first built on bam-
boo poles over estuary waters, with no provision of basic services.
Waste of all kinds was discharged directly into the waters, causing
environmental degradation. In July of 1970, an important infrastruc-
ture project was inaugurated, the bridge Dr. Rafael Mendoza Aviles,
also called Puente de la Unidad Nacional. This bridge consists of two
parts, crossing the Daule and Babahoyo Rivers and joining Guayaquil
with the central mountain areas of the country, contributing to the
exchange of agricultural products and production, besides contribut-
ing to the urbanisation of areas in peri-urban locations of the city
such as: Duran, La Puntilla, and Samborondon.

The oil boom of 1972 brought new development and growing
immigration, mainly in the form of land invasions on the periphery
of the city. Industrialisation, along with deterioration of the agri-
cultural sector, caused these population movements. The city,
growing further, pushed into its expansion limits (water courses,
swampy areas). Prior to the land invasions, miles of mangrove is-
lands served as a kind of natural processing plant for the city’s
wastewaters. The loss of this large area of mangroves transformed
the estuary into a filthy, disease-filled area, eliminating its recrea-
tional value (Verrewaere & Wellens, 2010). In the early 1980s, the
14 A second wave of migratory movement settled at the south of the city, (Guasmos).

0.1016/j.cities.2011.11.001
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Fig. 7. Flooding as a consequence of the El Niño current -Via a Daule (industrial and residential area), 1982–1983. Source: Photo by Arch. Msc. Felipe Huerta.

Fig. 8. Guayaquil historical urban growth, main physical features and infrastructure. Source: Adapted from Verrewaere and Wellens (2010). Redrawn by author.

15 The economic damages equivalent to US$ 650 million, with losses in the
productive sectors (63%), infrastructure (33%) and social sector (4%).
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country was marked for the first round of structural adjustment
programs (SAP), producing a decline in state social sector provi-
sions, and increasing presence of international development agen-
cies (Moser, 2009). In the late 1980s, the price of oil dropped. The
resulting deterioration in the economy brought real estate stagna-
tion and the city entered a process of urban decay, later aggravated
by political demoralization, criminality, corruption and natural
disasters. In 1982–83 El Niño (a tidal, extraordinary rainy season)
affected the coast of Ecuador and the Guayas delta (Rossel, Cadier,
& Gomez, 1996), causing not just great physical damage but also
Please cite this article in press as: Delgado, A. Guayaquil. J. Cities (2011), doi:1
important socio-economic effects15 (see Fig. 7). The cholera epi-
demic of 1991 and the dengue fever epidemic of 1988–1991 affected
Guayaquil more heavily than the rest of Ecuador (Real Cotto, Alva
Alprech, Mosquera Martines, Ruddel, & Douglas, 2000), exacerbating
the city’s severe sanitation problems.

Throughout the history of the city, the provision of road infra-
structure significantly influenced its urban spatial structure.
0.1016/j.cities.2011.11.001
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Fig. 9. Trinitaria Island urban growth. Source: Verrewaere and Wellens (2010).
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Urbanisation continued along Via a la Costa, stretching the city to
the west, and along the Via a Daule, expanding the urbanised area
to the north, in addition to the areas around Samborondon and La
Puntilla (see Fig. 8). Beginning in the 1980’s, new areas of large
informal settlement began to grow along new road infrastructure,
in peripheral areas of the city such as along the Perimetral (com-
pleted in 1987), and a ring highway surrounding the city. For
example, prior to the construction of this road, Trinitaria Island,
was not urbanised; after construction was completed, in 1991,
new housing emerged on this island (see Fig. 9) as well as in other
areas of the city, particularly in the northwest.16 Settlement of
these areas was brought about mainly by informal ‘‘dealers of land’’.
The city centre continued a process of urban degradation with the
flight of high and medium-income groups toward the north. Thus,
regarding intra-migratory movement, the city was not just an
‘‘attraction pole’’ for migrants coming from rural areas and other cit-
ies of the country but also an ‘‘expulsion area’’ for a selected popu-
lation. The urban dynamics created by these forces, along with
issues of insecurity, would years later produce, in the peripheral
areas of Guayaquil, its first so-called ‘‘gated communities’’.17

In the period 1985–1990, urban centre degradation continued,
with increases in traffic congestion and lack of parking space, in
16 Informal settlements, such as: Valerio Estacio, Sergio Toral, Monte Sinai, Ciudad
de Dios, Ciudad nueva, Horizontes del Guerrero.

17 ‘‘Gated communities’’ correspond to private urbanization among medium-high
income groups, enclosed by a surrounding gate with private services of security,
maintenance of green areas and streets and social areas.

Please cite this article in press as: Delgado, A. Guayaquil. J. Cities (2011), doi:1
addition to the wide presence of informal sellers and markets,
occupying streets, pedestrian sidewalks and plazas, making vehic-
ular and pedestrian traffic congested. The lack of a national policy
directed toward the small-scale rural agriculture, caused many of
rural smallholders (mainly indigenous from central areas), to aban-
don their plots and to pursue non-agricultural activities, most of-
ten in the urban informal sector (Swanson, 2007). Around 70% of
sellers in the markets of Guayaquil are indigenous (Fernandez,
2006). The colonisation of some streets of Guayaquil was such that
they no longer function as public spaces during daytime hours, and
they remain in an un-hygienic state. Additionally, masses of elec-
trical and telephonic cables crossing over the streets, contribute
to the image of visual chaos, along with great deterioration of
the public infrastructure, streets, sidewalks, soportales and building
facades. Areas of old dwellings turned into slums, and large private
enterprises sought new locations outside the city centre. The cen-
tre lost its multifunctional character, (as a place for recreation,
commerce, production and living) and became a place mainly for
commercial transactions. The Malecón degenerated from a for-
merly lively recreation promenade into a malodorous, dirty, and
dangerous place for inhabitants and visitors, along with its sur-
rounding areas, such as the market in the south and Santa Ana Hill
in the north. On a city-wide level, infrastructure services were dis-
organised and insufficient,18 frequent flooding occurred in many
18 During the period from 1984–1992, the provision of basic services, such as
sewage system, water supply and garbage collection reached 53.6%, 46.6% and 55.1%
of the total population, respectively (MG, 2005).

0.1016/j.cities.2011.11.001
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parts of the city (as in the centre along one side of the old Malecon),
and insecurity and criminality19 were widespread (Palomeque,
2002; Ponton, 2008). There were also significant problems of envi-
ronmental degradation (deep problems of river and estuary contam-
ination). Further, there was great scarcity of green areas; in 1990 the
green área per inhabitant was 1.12 m2 (MG, 2005). Inadequate gar-
bage collection was also a problem; in 1990 Guayaquil produced
1266 daily tons of garbage; out of which 700 were not collected
(Foro Democratico Guayaquil, 2009). Furthermore, due to the great
flow of migrants coming from the rest of the country,20 Guayaquil
was characterised by a sense of anomie and a lack of belonging to
the city. The collective interest and the use of public space were rel-
egated to the realm of immediate convenience (Murillo, 2007). Citi-
zens did not care about public spaces, throwing garbage in the
streets and open spaces, which in combination with the insufficient
system of collection created mountains of garbage in several parts of
the city. Public infrastructure was stolen and vandalised, and green
areas were not maintained and destroyed. It was, in sum, a city with-
out citizenship. It is over these images of the city at that time, that la-
ter discourses about citizenship were built and used for political and
developmental discourses.

All these factors produced an urban landscape characterised by
visual chaos, which in combination with criminality, inefficient local
administrations and institutional corruption, led to the stagnation of
real estate investment (Fernandez-Maldonado & Fernandez-Davila,
2007). The country was in one of the worst economic crises of its
history. The currency was largely devalued. The sucre, (the former
Ecuadorian currency before dollarization in 2000), had an exchange
rate against the American dollar of 25 sucres in 1995, compared with
a 1995 rate of 2564 sucres and a 2000 rate of 25,000 sucres (Schuler,
2002). Additionally, in 1997–98, an El Niño current, with extraordi-
nary heavy rains severely struck coastal cities, causing four times
more damage than the one in 1982–83 (MSP and Organizacion
Panamericana de la Salud, 2000); and also as a consequence, a new
wave of migration began from devastated rural areas.

The state of crisis and the urban decay described above, was the
result of rampant corruption (Transparency International, 1998)21

at different institutional and governmental levels, political instabil-
ity, and electoral demoralization, in addition to national political ac-
tors who concentrated power and resources away from the local
level, and national socio-economic factors resulting from the lack
of a coordinated national agenda for the development of urban and
rural areas of the country.

The management model

First phase
The first phase of the new model (1992–1996) was characterised

by local government political and institutional recovery, restoring
the order of local finances, decreasing the large existing bureaucracy
and setting up better management practices. This phase began with
a new municipal administration under the mandate of Mayor Leon
Febres Cordero. This new administration, counterbalanced a social
and political trend still strongly centralised by the national govern-
ment, with a clearer concept of municipal autonomy, modern
administration, and social and political development. The institu-
tional recovery of the municipality even included the closing down
19 Statistics at the country level, indicated that the rate of homicides per 100,000
inhabitants, increased from 6.4% in 1979, to 10.3% in 1989 and to 14.8% in 1995.

20 According to the IV Census of Population, INEC, 1990, 33.84% of the inhabitants of
Guayaquil were born outside of the city, and 9.6% of the population had lived in the
city less than five years.

21 According to a report from Transparency International, in 1998 Ecuador was 9th
among the 85 most corrupted countries of the world, after Paraguay, Houndura,
Colombia and Venezuela (Corruption Perception Index-Tranparency International,
1998).
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of the municipal building for 60 days, (the building itself needed a
complete renovation and restoration). Most of the staff was also
changed. The pipones (people that appeared on the staff list of the
municipality but were not or were barely working) were fired. To
tackle the city’s profound urban decay, the municipality requested
that United Nations Agency for Human Settlements, (UN-Habitat)
to provide technical assistance for the formulation and implementa-
tion of a Plan of Urban Development and Public Works. UN-Habitat’s
support began in 1994, with assistance for the municipality in mod-
ernising its urban planning tools, setting up programmes to be car-
ried out by the staff of the municipality with the support of national
and international consultants, as well as staff from local universities
and from abroad and with selected local NGOs (UN.Habitat, 2005a).

To improve the efficiency of public services, many were sub-con-
tracted to the private sector. New public investments were directed
toward the construction of road infrastructure, such as by-passes
and tunnels toward the north of the city, along with the reorganisa-
tion of the system of markets (Jacobs, Fernandez-Davila, Flores, &
Zubiate, 2003). A new digital cadastre for the city was created,
beginning almost from zero (due to the fact that most of the regis-
ters had disappeared). A department in charge of the administration
of green areas was created, in order to reconstruct the existing parks
and to design new ones to be run by the private sector. A civic cam-
paign was implemented to restore the self-esteem of the citizens.
Programmes of land-tenure legalisation were implemented, even
though there was still little physical regularization at that time.
Second phase
In the second phase of the model (1996–2000), a major urban

project was envisioned to strengthen the process of urban develop-
ment. This project would catalyse public and private sector initia-
tives to redevelop the city centre and to articulate a new relation
between civil society and local administrators. A private bank, La
Previsora – on the occasion of its 75th anniversary – took the initia-
tive to invite a team of urban experts from Oxford Brookes Univer-
sity (OBU) of England to make a proposal to renovate Guayaquil’s
deteriorated riverfront as a large public space, in the spirit of sim-
ilar projects, such as Barceloneta in Barcelona, Bay-side in Miami
and Puerto Madero in Buenos Aires. This initiative of the bank’s
headquarters building owners, besides making a civic contribution,
also stemmed from the fact that they realised that the commercial
value of their property (La Previsora building22) was being under-
mined along with many other properties in the centre of the city
at that time. The OBU team from the International Development Pro-
jects Office, developed a vision in which Malecon 2000 (see Figs. 10–
12) would be the catalyst project to trigger the redevelopment of the
city centre and surrounding areas. In this vision the renovated river-
front would redirect urban investments to the city centre. The pro-
posal to redevelop the 2.5 km long urban frontage of the River
Guayas and the proposed management plan for the project was pre-
sented to the mayor, who fully supported the initiative.

New regulations and laws established a legal framework for the
project. In January 1997, the Malecon 2000 Foundation was created,
as a private organisation, chaired by the mayor and whose member
were to be confirmed by representatives of public and private
institutions as well as civil society; it was charged with planning,
developing, constructing, administering, financing, and maintain-
ing the Malecon and other areas of the city. Representatives of civil
society participated, along with designers, the national govern-
ment, private builders, planners, project developers, social organi-
sations, and representatives from universities and institutions;
however, there was no participation on the part of common
22 La Previsora is a 33 story building, built in the early 1990’s and located directly in
the centre of the city, along the old Malecon.
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Fig. 10. Malecon 2000 Project, (North area). Source: Photo by the author. This aerial view of Guayaquil (2011), is taken from a similar place as Fig. 6, (1922) from the Julio
Estrada Icaza Collection.

Fig. 11. Malecon 2000 Project, view of square (Central area). Source: Photo by the author.
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citizens, especially of those most directly affected, street sellers
and inhabitants of the area of the project and minority groups of
indigenous people and beggars23. The main strategic partners were:
Municipality of Guayaquil, Gobernación del Guayas (a representative
local body of the central government), Junta Civica de Guayaquil (civic
citizenship body), universities, chambers of commerce, tourism, con-
struction and industry organisations, foundations, and the Associa-
tion of Private Banks of Ecuador (Malecon 2000 Project, 2007).

The creation of new forms of public-private participation was
governed by the Law of State Modernisation (RE, 1994), speeding
contracting processes, reducing the time needed in the execution
of work, and rationalising and optimising public expenditure, ren-
dering, and control. The municipality transferred the lands in which
23 Years later, this lack of citizen participation engendered criticism by a section of
civil society that considered the project as markedly profit-oriented and that it did not
really work as a catalyst for the social and economic development of the city.
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the new Malecon was to be established to the Foundation Malecon
2000 in commodate24 for a period of 99 years. A special law was cre-
ated which contributed substantially to the financing of the project;
this was a reform of the tributary law, by which citizens could donate
25% of their tax payments toward project Malecon 2000, involving in
this way for the first time in this context, private donors financing
public goods. This law was later also used for development projects
in other cities of the country, such as Quito. The recovery of the
‘‘self-esteem’’ of Guayaquileños (Guayaquil inhabitants), and pride in
the city was one of the first important results of the regeneration
works; nevertheless this would later be used for political purposes.
Economically, the centre of the city was revalued, strengthening tour-
ism as a value added generator, creating employment and attracting
24 A commodate (commodatum) is a gratuitous loan; or free concession for a certain
time, on condition of restoring again the same individual (in this case the land) after a
certain period of time.
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Fig. 12. Malecon 2000 Project, view of commercial centre (South area). Source: Photo by the author.
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internal and external investment. Politically, the local government
generated alliances with multiple agents and social organisations.
The implemented model had at that time a high rate of citizen support
(85%). The first part of the project, corresponding to the civic plaza, La
Rotonda, with great symbolic connotations for the city, was inaugu-
rated on the 9th of October 1999.
Third phase
In the third phase of the model (2000–2004), a new mayor, Jaime

Nebot Saadi continued the process initiated by former mayor Febres
Cordero and assured the administrative and political continuity of
the model. Project Malecon 2000 was completed on the 26th of Feb-
ruary 2002, with the inauguration of the recovered South Market (a
building of high historical value) as a modern exhibition centre. The
whole of the Malecon 2000 project is composed of a commercial
building, food courts, walking and recreational areas, gardens, a mu-
seum, a cinema and such existing social clubs as the Union Club, a
Yacht club, and historical monuments. The total area is 24,503 m2,
with 14,000 m2 of existing area and 10,503 m2 reclaimed from the
river,25 with a total cost of approximately US$ 100 million. Most of
the trees were preserved (80%), along with the restoration of most his-
torical monuments.26 In the design process,27 a thoroughly inventory
of the existing trees and monuments was made. A model of the exist-
ing vegetation was created, and trees were preserved considering
their age and dimensions (as diameter of roots and foliage). The plan-
ning of building layout considered tree location, and the surrounding
existing roots and foliage of ancient trees. Additionally, in order not to
disturb the view of existing buildings of the riverside, the new build-
ings of the Malecon did not exceed tree height, while their roofs could
be used as part of the promenade routes. Likewise, in order to tackle
the deficit of green areas in the centre, a garden area was included;
whose objective was the preservation of some local species and others
in danger of extinction. In order to diminish the lack of parking spaces,
25 The increased area was due to the necessity of having a public space of
appropriate dimensions to receive large flows of people; the project was extended
toward the river. An efficient way to do this and to protect the environment at the
same time was to construct the boardwalk and buildings on concrete slabs resting on
piles in the river.

26 This contradicts some authors who consider that just a ‘‘certain section of trees
and few monuments were saved’’ (Andrade, 2007a).

27 This information of the design process is provided by the author (who
participated as part of the design team of Project Malecon 2000, from 1997 to 2000).
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3500 spaces were projected (Fernandez-Maldonado & Fernandez-
Davila, 2007). In addition, the project catalysed the restoration of his-
toric neighbourhoods and wholesale markets, providing the city with
a new urban dynamic and with new recreational spaces. The objective
of the project was to help to re-establish the relationship between cit-
izens and the river and to restore central areas of the city.

The process of urban regeneration continued toward the city
centre (Jacobs et al., 2003), (see Fig. 13). Another foundation was
created, the Siglo XXI Foundation, to continue this process, which
included the re-routing of electric and telephone lines in the city
centre into underground ducts,28 the re-paving of roads, new urban
furniture, building painting, and assistance to residents for improv-
ing facades along main avenues, in addition to the regeneration of
main public central squares. The total investment cost of these
works was US$ 42 million.

One of the most visible actions of the regeneration of the centre
and the surrounding areas of the Malecon 2000 project was the
upgrading of Santa Ana Hill (see Fig. 14), which comprises the ren-
ovation of the stair corridor and its surrounding area. Formerly,
this zone had been considered dangerous with a high rate of crim-
inality; after regeneration, the rate of criminality decreased 70%, in
addition to the creation of cafes, art galleries, and handicraft shops
run by residents of the area. The total approximate cost of this Pro-
ject was US$ 5 million. The strategic partners participating in-
cluded: Fundación Guayaquil Siglo XXI, Fundación Malecón 2000,
Cerro Santa Ana community, and universities, and chambers of
commerce. The regeneration of the historical neighbourhood of
Las Peñas followed. This was made possible by an agreement be-
tween the National Institute of Cultural Patrimony, the Municipal-
ity of Guayaquil, and the Malecon 2000 and Siglo XXI Foundations.
The next large project in Guayaquil was the regeneration of the
Malecon del Estero Salado (Malecon del Estero Salado, 2005), a for-
merly recreational area that had been neglected and degraded for
decades. The project consists of the regeneration of the 4 km long
frontage of the Salado estuary and the decontamination of its
waters. Foundation Siglo XXI, was in charge of the administration
28 This was considered by the promoters of urban development of the centre as
critical to promoting the image of a regenerated center. Guayaquil had many external
cables crossing over the streets, producing great visual disorder and facilitating the
theft of services.
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Fig. 13. City centre: Location of the main projects of Guayaquil’s urban regeneration. Source: Drawn by the author, based on municipality maps.

Fig. 14. Photos ‘‘before’’ and ‘‘after’’ of the stairs area of the Santa Ana Hill Project. Source: Fundacion Malecon, 2000.

29 Metrovia is a network of buses connected to an ‘integrated’ system, using special
bus lanes, allowing passengers to complete their journeys faster than in conventional
bus systems.
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of this project. The first phase was inaugurated in October 2003, at
a cost of US$ 14 million (see Fig. 15).

Autonomy and decentralisation impose a new swiftness in the
process of sharing responsibilities and negotiating with the state
and society. New programmes and competencies were introduced
in subjects such as: airports, ports, public security, popular insur-
ance, housing, education and social security, registry offices, fire
brigades, and health care. Massive transportation improvements
Please cite this article in press as: Delgado, A. Guayaquil. J. Cities (2011), doi:1
also followed, including the Metrovia public transport system,29

similar to systems in Curitiba and Bogota. For the Metrovia project,
the municipality asked for the advice of the United Nations Develop-
ment Program (UNDP) and UN-Habitat, (UN.Habitat, 2005b). An
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Fig. 15. Malecon del Estero Salado, (pedestrian bridge over 9 de Octubre Avenue). Source: Fundacion Guayaquil Siglo XXI.
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agreement was signed with the Federation of Public Transport Driv-
ers of Guayas, which participated as a strategic partner, for the plan-
ning and implementation of the system. A regulatory body, the
Metrovia Foundation (Metrovia 2007), was created to operate the sys-
tem. Projects of urban infrastructure, such as: pedestrian bridges,
new roads and the tunnels of Santa Ana Hill and Cerro del Carmen
were completed (see Fig. 16).

Additionally, the municipality launched a series of programmes
to make urban management more efficient by privatising services
(such as water supply and garbage collection). In the social sector,
the creation of a social housing plan, Mucho lote (MG, 2007), pro-
vide 15,000 plots for low and medium income households (see
Fig. 17), the programme Mas seguridad (more security), and the
provision of mobile clinics and day-care hospitals. Other measures
included the concession of the civil registry to the private sector
and educational programmes for the public.
Fig. 16. Tunnels of Cerro del Cerro and San
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The construction of the new airport terminal was awarded to an
airport foundation, with foreign investment. An agreement was
reached with the concessionary company in which 50.25% of the
annual gross income is placed in a trust for the construction of a
new international airport within 15 years, when the present one
is forecast to be at maximum capacity, at no cost to the state. This
new international airport for Guayaquil will be located in the Dau-
lar or Chongon area. The existing airport is in the centre of the city,
thus, the necessity for a new airport in a more appropriate location
with good accessibility is already foreseen in city plans (MG,
2000b). The municipality also assumed competence over the
Ground Terminal Foundation, whose installations were broadened
and renovated.

An important and strategic partner for the financing of these
works and city services development is the Andean Promotion
Corporation (CAF). Additionally the municipality promoted the
ta Ana Hill. Source: Photo by Armas E.
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Fig. 17. Mucho Lote Housing Project. Source: Arch. Julio Vasquez. Fundacion Procasa.
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creation of a new investment law, in order to attract investment,
under which new projects can receive tax breaks of up to 100%
in sectors of strategic importance, such as: hydroelectric power,
hydrocarbons, electronics, transport, agriculture, and hydraulics.
The attraction of national and foreign capital and investment, as
well as increased tourism, is one of the main objectives of the mod-
el. In 2004, Guayaquil was praised by the United Nations as a
‘‘model of local development’’, with cores competencies in institu-
tional efficiency, social action, and urban regeneration.

Fourth phase
The development model continues based on autonomy, and in

the stability and administrative continuity of previous policies. In
the last phase (2005–2009), priorities were focused on subjects
such as: the completion of the plan of urban regeneration, the pub-
lic transportation system, provision of basic services, the popular
housing plan, health, social policies for low income groups, citizen
participation, education programmes, sports infrastructure, and
along with an environmental agenda of decontamination of city
Fig. 18. Puerto Santa Ana Project.
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watercourses. In addition, large infrastructure projects such as
the deep-sea port in the Gulf of Guayaquil (with an investment
goal of US$ 450 million) and the creation of a Special Zone (Global
Business, 2006), in the Daular-Chongon area, are proposed, joining
the main communication projects, the new airport and port, with
main road infrastructure. The Special Zone will offer storage and
transfer capacity and tax incentive will be offered for companies
choosing to locate there. The Metrovia system went into service
in January 2006 with a first trunk route; the last trunk will be fully
operative at the end of 2011.

The initiatives undertaken in Guayaquil have been awarded sig-
nificant international recognition. The design for Malecon 2000
won Regeneration Award 2005, in the category of best interna-
tional regeneration projects, organised by Building and Property
magazine in the United Kingdom (Raftery, 2006). Additionally, in
March 2006 Guayaquil was also named ‘‘Best City for Business’’
by Latin Trade magazine, reflecting not only the impact of the
new tax incentives, but the city authorities’ intention to facilitate
development and investment. In addition, in January 2007, Mayor
Source: Photo by the author.
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Fig. 19. Malecon del Estero Salado, second phase. Source: Fundacion Guayaquil Siglo XXI.
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Jaime Nebot received the 2007 Sustainable Transport Award of the
Institute for Transportation and Development Policy (ITDP), given
annually to a city that improves public transportation in an envi-
ronmentally friendly way.
Controversial outcomes of the model

Despite all the positive outcomes described above, some out-
comes of the model remain controversial. Regarding urban pro-
jects, one of the more recent projects, Puerto Santa Ana (see
Fig. 18) has produced criticism due to its exclusive character.30 This
project completely breaks with the previous projects with respect to
developing public open spaces in Guayaquil. Puerto Santa Ana has
only 20% public open spaces, while the remaining 80% is targeted to-
ward very high-income groups.31 In the project Malecon del Estero
Salado, the second phase was initially conceived as an urban edge
for the suburban area.32 An urban edge open to the public would
have helped to stop the contamination process of the estuary, but
the final decision was to build a 4 m walkway on the estuary, 7 m
away from the shore (see Fig. 19), a design solution which does
not contribute to the environmental quality of the area (Fernan-
dez-Maldonado & Fernandez-Davila, 2007).

In addition, regarding the level of participation of the popula-
tion, in Santa Ana Hill project, was very low, because residents,
at least in the first phase, were not consulted about the changes
in their urban environment, and many of their customs and social
values were not adequately considered (Fernandez-Davila, 2008).
Control over the regenerated places and the imposition of certain
rules and modes of behaviour without consulting the involved
users of those public spaces is also one of the main critiques. More
participation from the affected population should have been al-
lowed by, including it in the elaboration of norms and rules for
30 Puerto Santa Ana is a complex of apartments with an average price of US$ 1200/
m2. It is also composed of areas for offices and commerce.

31 In the Malecon 2000 project only 25% was designated for commercial uses.
32 The suburbio is an informal area invaded in the 1960s, initially comprising

bamboo houses on piles (palafitos) over the surface of the water. Later, in order
legalize their property, people filled in the estuary under their dwellings using any
type of material.
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the regenerated spaces and in providing areas within those regen-
erated spaces for commercial activities for minority groups (as for
example in the Malecon 2000 project), considering local customs
and traditions. Thus, public spaces should be treated like the public
domain, where the collective wills can be expressed, so that society
can be represented in its rights and responsibilities33 (Hanley &
Ruthenburg, 2007; Viteri, 2007), promoting social integration as a
way to enforce the urban process (Carrion, 2007).

Additionally some authors, point out, on the one hand, that the
architectonical elements used in the renovated spaces conform to
an urban landscape overly directed at commercial exploitation
and global tourism and that the ecological elements used are orna-
mental and non-inclusive (Andrade, 2007a). On the other hand,
developers of the renovated areas, such as Malecon 2000 express
that there was the necessity to create economically sustainable
spaces, such that the rents generated by the commercial areas
could support the maintenance of public spaces and green areas.
It was necessary in fact for the economic sustainability of the pro-
ject to create spaces that contribute to this objective, but also more
inclusive design and a participatory approach could have been con-
sidered. Regarding the design of the green areas, also more inclu-
sive gardens could have been created, with open grass areas
where people could interact more with nature. There is at the same
time a scarcity of green and recreational areas for people living in
peri-urban residential developments, not to mention sports facili-
ties, health care centres, social communal centres, police stations,
schools, and commercial areas. Even though since the new model
implementation in 1992 the percentage of green areas per inhabi-
tant increased from 1 m2 per inhabitant in 1992 to 6 m2 per inhab-
itant in 2009, there is still a gap to fill in order to reach the
international norm of 9 m2 per inhabitant (World Health Organisa-
tion-WHO). A project promoted by the central government, to cre-
ate a park on centrally located vacant lands (with an area of
379.79 ha), is expected to fulfil this gap (El Universo, 2011; IDB,
2011).
33 This refers to the rights and responsibilities of citizenship. Among the rights are
free use and appropriation of public spaces; among the responsibilities include taking
care of such public spaces, (such as not destroying the vegetation and equipment of
parks and green areas, not littering and observing garbage collection rules).
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Furthermore, some critics considered that the renovation pro-
jects promoted the spatial segregation of the city, separating the
‘‘modernised’’ sectors from the hidden areas, that is, marginal areas
and informal settlements (Moser, 2009), besides promoting social
exclusion and representing a kind of legalised violence against less
favoured groups, such as street sellers, indigenous groups and beg-
gars (Fernandez, 2006; Garces, 2004; Swanson, 2007). Regarding the
transportation system, the Metrovia, there have been some protests,
especially regarding circulation routes, that have been harshly re-
pressed by the municipal security body (Flores, 2007; Swanson,
2007). Some authors also criticise the creation of non-governmental
organisations (ONG’s) or foundations, as private entities with power
and authority over the administration of public spaces, but with less
accountability (Andrade, 2007a; Damerval, 2004; Garces, 2004).
Thus, there are growing voices from civil society demanding more
transparent and less authoritarian public policies. It is necessary,
then, to propitiate the critical debate in the context of the city, about
these public policies and actions, which with the exception in the
past of a few forums, mainly at the level of academia (Guayaquil
University, 1998),34 has remained mostly absent.

Particularly controversial are the outputs regarding social sub-
jects, especially in relation to the provision of basic services, infra-
structure, social housing, security, improvement of the
population’s economic capacity, and provision of green areas for
recreation and conservation. According to Tiepolo (2007), approx-
imately 70% of the population of Guayaquil still lacks drinking
water and basic services. The municipality promoted tenure legal-
isation programs,35 even though programs for provision of services
and infrastructure lag behind tenure legalisation programs, due to
lack of coordination and planning. Tenure legalisation can do little
to improve welfare without infrastructure and community facilities
(Joiner, 2007). Nevertheless, in accordance with the water supply
company Interagua (INTERAGUA, 2010), piped water for the whole
urban area is planned for completion in 2011 and complete sewage
provision is planned for 2013. Additionally, the discharge waters of
industry and of illegal settlements are still contaminating the estu-
ary and the river (3.5 tons of waste are still discharged daily into
the waters), (Ayala & Chiriboga, 2010). Thus, more programmes for
decontamination of these waters36 should be implemented, and pri-
ority given in the development agenda.

The economic capacity of the population (considering data for
low income groups from 2001 to 2005) shows little improvement,
with a change from 70% to 69% of the population still not being
able to cover all basic needs (MG, 2005). Insecurity and criminality
are still widespread issues, that along with the urban dynamics
created in previous years by intra-migratory movements produce
urban fragmentation and disaggregation of the city. The resulting
pattern is expressed by the creation of ‘‘gated communities’’ and
the enclosure (with yards and security points) of formerly open
neighbourhoods. These housing projects are located mainly in Via
a la Costa o Samborondon, targeted to the highest and medium in-
come groups and Via a Daule for other medium income groups. This
process of enclosure of the city’s urban fabric increases property
values of certain areas and devalues other areas, corresponding
to the traditional neighbourhoods of the centre, north, and south
of the city.
34 I Foro Guayaquil-Urban Spaces: Public or Private? Guayaquil University, Faculty
of Architecture and Urban Planning, Theory and History of Urbanism Course, Arch.
Marcela Blacio, 1998.

35 The MG, Municipality of Guayaquil, has accomplished to the present (February
2010) 170,000 land legalizations.

36 See Fundacion Natura, Capitulo Guayaquil 2006 and PIRES (Plan Integral para la
recuperación del Estero Salado), Municipality of Guayaquil and Hidroestudios
Consultant.
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Regarding housing provision, the municipality stated that its
main role was initially not to be housing providers,37 nevertheless,
due to the high housing demand, the municipality tries to cover it.38

The municipality launched a programme called Mucho Lote (MG
2007), which was intended to provide housing for low income
groups, but in fact was affordable mainly for medium groups.39

However there are plans for more social housing projects, such as
Mi lote, promoted by the municipality and the Socio Vivienda project
promoted by the central government (MIDUVI & Housing of Ecuador,
2008). For better implementation of housing projects, collaboration
between public and private sectors should be redefined, along with,
provision of public spaces (green areas, communal services) and
infrastructure. In addition, in order to provide suitable areas for
new housing construction, more comprehensive city planning
should be undertaken, along with implementation of land mecha-
nisms for making houses and land affordable for the poor. Areas
planned for housing uses should benefit from land pooling mecha-
nisms that facilitate the funding of infrastructure and communal
facilities. For the application of such mechanisms, a broader metro-
politan approach is needed. Additionally, in order to improve the
efficiency of the main infrastructure projects (such as the new air-
port, the deep-sea port, and the port of the city), a new system of
roads and a new highway may be needed. Nevertheless, areas sur-
rounding the new airport are also planned for preservation; thus,
an integrated and strict regulatory plan should be formulated to pre-
serve these areas while contributing to the development of the re-
gional economy.
Conclusions

Guayaquil’s urban growth, as with some other Latin American
cities, results from unplanned actions throughout its history. Reg-
ulatory instruments such as land regulations, planning policies,
and even master plans have often been applied but not fully imple-
mented. Guayaquil’s model of development represented a substan-
tial change in the methods of planning in this city and had
connotations of a successful model that has been replicated in
other cities in Ecuador. Some of the objectives of the implemented
model were accomplished in the short and medium term; how-
ever, outcomes over the long term and especially related social is-
sues are still controversial. In fact, as long as there still remains a
high proportion of the population without access to basic services,
quality living conditions, affordable housing, and there is still a
continuous degradation of natural city resources, the model cannot
be regarded as really successful. However, the model’s contribution
to the urban development of Guayaquil in a specific critical mo-
ment of the city was significant, contributing to the creation of eco-
nomic zones in the regenerated areas, even though many were
excluded from them (for example, street sellers and other less fa-
voured groups), and the recuperation at the same time, of public
spaces, for a section of the population and tourist that before ren-
ovation were excluded from visiting them, (for example the regen-
erated area of Santa Ana Hill, which before renovation most of
Guayaquileños and tourists never visited, regardless of its historical
importance as the locus of city foundation, due to difficult physical
access and the high rate of criminality at that time). Campaigns to
keep Guayaquil free of trash were also essential in trying to create
37 Informal interview with Arq. Gino Mera, Director Department of Special Projects,
Municipality of Guayaquil.

38 For 2008, INEC estimated housing demand for Guayaquil at approximately
200.000 new units, in addition to the improvement and redevelopment of the existing
housing stock (INEC, 2011).

39 To obtain housing under this programme, a household must have a monthly
income of at least US$ 600. But since 65% of households have a monthly income of less
than US$ 600 (MG; INEC), housing programs for this income group are needed.
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a sense of urban identity and pride in the city. Nevertheless such
campaigns should not be used and manipulated in the context of
politics (Andrade, 2007b), and should allude to the construction
of a real sense of citizenship, engaging citizens as co-creators and
active participants in the construction and development of their
city.

Thus, one of the challenges for further developments of the city
concerns embracing a more inclusionary and democratic approach,
in order to give place to varied forms of participation (Escobar,
1995). Public policies should be less authoritarian and more trans-
parent. Redistribution of resources obtained from the regenerated
areas should be carried out to accomplish medium and long term
objectives, thus, increasing the value of not just the properties in
renovated areas, but the social value of those areas for the whole
city. A process of social integration by social participation and
inclusion in city programmes, and providing basic services in the
periphery should be incorporated for connecting the fragmented
city. This will help to reduce social tensions, strengthening the ur-
ban process.

A more comprehensive and inclusive approach is needed in
Guayaquil city planning, that looks beyond municipal boundaries,
towards a metropolitan view that includes other municipalities
and urban regions. A more regional approach to planning is long
overdue. The city of Guayaquil will continue growing along with
the need for affordable and adequate housing and living condi-
tions, as well as the need to preserve natural resources. One possi-
ble way to attain development objectives is the use of a land value
surplus mechanism for funding infrastructure and communal facil-
ities, for example, land pooling and land sharing to discover sur-
plus value for developing vast suburban areas of the city,
reserving land for social housing projects, and allowing densifica-
tion of vacant central areas which result from unplanned growth
and speculation. To implement these proposals, it is necessary,
however, to implement a higher level of territorial organisation.
The proposal for creating and promoting a Metropolitan District
supposes a new management model for Guayaquil: even more
decentralised, participative, equitable and integrated. This new
proposal will be related to the positive outcomes of the model
implemented beginning in 1992, but it will also recognise the need
to improve the negative outcomes of the model, incorporating va-
lid criticism and reflection, and the necessity to look forward,
expanding and implementing the model in a broader metropolitan
framework. The challenge of a more integral regional development
model will require the political support of local administrators and
strategic actors along with the support of central government for
providing the necessary legal framework to assure the required
autonomy in the management of resources and competences of
the region. At the same time, defence of the autonomy (inherited
from the fiscal and administrative decentralisation process) of local
administrators should not be an obstacle for the adoption of
metropolitan-wide policies.

In the present development model, urban regeneration along
with new infrastructure projects, is part of an ambitious strategy
launched by local authorities to attract investment and develop-
ment. This strategy will further Guayaquil’s goal of becoming a glo-
bal transport and logistics hub, by consolidating air and maritime
transport with Asia, South America and North America. However,
this should go along with considering the needs of a growing pop-
ulation that must be fully included in city plans. If those needs are
not considered as part of a cultural process in future development
plans for the city, such development could become a destructive
force that will increase exclusion and inequality. Thus, a more
comprehensive, participative and integrated planning framework
for the forthcoming years should attempt to solve more than just
the physical-economic problems of the city; it should address the
social and environmental issues related to urban development.
Please cite this article in press as: Delgado, A. Guayaquil. J. Cities (2011), doi:1
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